**SfAA PRESIDENT’S LETTER**

By Jean J. Schensul
The Institute for Community Research

With mixed emotions I write my last column as President of the Society for Applied Anthropology. Some of the most important things I want to mention about the Society are below. Others, I will mention as I hand the Cooper’s Hammer, symbol of tradition and influence to your new president, John Young, in Seattle.

There were several themes I was interested in promoting during my tenure. Thanks to the consolidating work of J. Anthony Paredes, who preceded me as president of the Society, I had a clean slate.

Immersed in my own work in assessing global economic, health and development trends, and the complexity of such pressing international problems as AIDS, economic and social disparities, and cultural equity, I was interested in pushing the boundaries of our identity as an interdisciplinary and international organization. I wanted to see the interdisciplinary, international and political face of the organization reflected in the diversity of membership, structure, publications, awards and the programming of the Society. I wanted to promote more effective avenues for focusing the energy of the organization on influencing policy. I found the structure of the organization diffuse; there were many committees and task forces whose work had come to an end and too many committees reported to the Executive Committee, making the completion of board meetings a grueling assignment. The bylaws were badly in need of revision. Though the organization had a strategic plan for financial investment, there was no equivalent program plan to guide us. We all recognized that the commitment of our business office to the welfare of the Society needed to be better reflected in a clearer contractual engagement for the important services it rendered.

During the past four years, a number of positive changes have occurred in the SfAA; some of them are just emerging with much promise for the future. Neither Past-President Paredes nor I can claim responsibility for them, but we can express our appreciation to those members of the Society and other organizations who have carried out these new activities which have made such a difference in the ways our Society serves its members.

- **Interorganizational Networking:** Setha Low’s efforts to expand the interdisciplinary membership of the SfAA resulted in the formation of the Interorganizational Coordinating Committee (ICC). This committee includes contacts with 24 other organizations involved in the application of the social sciences to solving social problems. It reports to the Executive Committee, and the chair is a member of the Executive Committee. The current chair is EC member Julienne Lipson.
- **International Relations:** Alain Anciaux, working from his base in Belgium, has agreed to assist the Society to move in a more international direction by seeking better coordination with networks of applied social scientists in northern and southern Europe, India, Australia and other international locations.
- **Publications:** The international thrust of the organization is represented in two editorial changes. *Human Organization* is creating an international editorial advisory committee to promote solicitation of manuscript and encourage sales around the world; Canadian editor of *Practicing Anthropology*, Alexander Ervin, has an international vision for *PA* which is reflected in choice of the editorial board, and special issues and other content. The *Newsletter* will also include an international column and space for Topical Interest Groups (TIGs) to discuss substantive and organizational issues.
- **Topical Interest Groups:** During his tenure on the Executive Committee, David Rymph designed and put into place the concept of Topical Interest Groups. These groups are meant to offer opportunities for members of the Society and others to organize around important themes to consolidate and produce
a body of literature and suggest directions for policy. There are now at least five SFAA TIGs. If you wish to join or form a TIG, get in touch with David.

- Membership Expansion: Membership expanded dramatically under the leadership of EC member Carole Browner, working with J. Thomas May, our business manager. Student, Fellow and regular membership in the Society have all increased over the past four years. Because of Carole, the SFAA is now considering new services to members especially those self-employed or employed by or managing small businesses. The Society congratulates the formation of the MA Professionals TIG which will highlight the accomplishments and interests of professional anthropologists with Masters Degrees and demonstrate the efficacy of the MA degree for professional achievement.

- Leadership Recruitment and Training: Leadership training for newly elected members of the Executive Committee or those interested in gaining elected positions or creating new leadership positions in the Society is now a well-established tradition at each annual meeting, thanks to Linda Bennett and Vince Gil.

- Building Joint Research Ventures – EPA/SFAA Cooperative Agreement: Thanks to the vision of SFAA member, professional anthropologist Theresa Trainor, of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Sustainable Eco-systems and Communities, and the hard work of Barbara Johnston, the SFAA now holds a five year Cooperative Agreement with the EPA to involve anthropologists and other affiliated applied social scientists in the support of community based environmental planning.

- Building Joint Professional Society Ventures: The SFAA and the National Association for Practicing Anthropology (NAPA) mounted a number of joint ventures to improve the visibility of anthropology and promote jobs for anthropologists. The most important of these is the NAPA/SF AA directory (in print through NAPA and eventually on-line through the SFAA). Others are ongoing. Al Wolfe coordinates these efforts for the SFAA. If you want to join, call Al.

- Joint Meetings: The Interorganizational Coordinating Committee and 1997 Program Chair Ed Liebow and his Program Committee, have resulted in a large and well-organized joint meeting of four societies in Seattle this year. You can see the benefits of inter-organizational collaboration in the scope and exuberance of this year’s program. This meeting is an excellent example for our international meeting next year in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

- New organizational Structure: Officers, working with other members of the Executive Committee as well as helpful Fellows, have streamlined the organizational structure of the Society. A preliminary description of the proposed structure is as follows:

1. Standing Committees
1.1. Officers
1.2. Finance (Chair is SFAA treasurer)
1.3. Nominations and election (members are elected)
1.4. Membership (chair appointed from Executive Committee)

1.5. Publications (appointed)
1.6. Program and Financial Strategic Planning (appointed)
1.7. ICC Committee (chair appointed from Executive Committee)
1.8. Student Affairs (chaired by proposed elected student member of the SFAA Executive Committee)

2. Umbrella Coordinating Committees on services central to the functioning of the EC reporting to the Executive Committee
2.1. Meetings Program Committee (Chair appointed annually)
2.2. Awards Coordinating Committee (for the Peter New Student Award, and the Malinowski, Margaret Mend and the newly developed Sol Tax Award for distinguished service).
2.3. The Policy Committee (Coordinating chair appointed to coordinate AIDS, Indian affairs, technology and other committees or policy issues to be discussed by the EC and membership)
2.4. Council of Past Presidents (chaired by the immediate past-president)
2.5. International Networks Coordinating Committee (appointed)
2.6. The EPA/SFAA Cooperative Agreement (Director hired; advisory committee includes SF AA president and one additional EC member and four other appointees).

3. Membership support services (chairs appointed)
3.1. Departmental support committee
3.2. Student support committee
3.3. Interorganizational relations (EC chair)
3.4. LPO links
3.5. Leadership training workshop director (EC chair)
3.6. Liaisons (are appointed and report to the president)
4.1. Coordination with NAPA SF AA/joint presidential function
4.2. AAA Committee on Human Rights (appointed)
4.3. American Association for the Advancement of Science
4.4. IUAES, Commission on anthropology in policy and practice,
4.5. Preservation of the Anthropological record (joint with AAA)
5. Special assignments
5.1. SFAA table at AAA meetings
5.2. Corporate resident agent (Timothy Sieber)

The newly proposed organizational structure is part of a long range planning effort undertaken in 1996 and scheduled for completion in 1997 under your new administration. All of the developments reflected above are included in the Long Range Plan. Portions of the Long Range Plan will be included in later versions of the Newsletter. If you wish to comment, please write your new president, John Young.

- New Bylaws: The Executive Committee, under the leadership of Secretary Benita Howell, has undertaken a revision of the Bylaws. Comments were first solicited from an ad-hoc committee consisting of J. Anthony Paredes, J. Schensul, Benita Howell, Erve Chambers, Ken Barger and John Van Willigen. Subsequent other members of the EC have commented. The most important changes are indicated in Benita Howell’s column below. A draft of the bylaws follows her observations, and a final set of bylaws will be mailed to members for comment later this year before a Society vote is scheduled.

There are so many tasks associated with the management of a professional service organization by volunteers that are critically important to the strength of the organization. These are always challenging, very time consuming, and rarely resembling anything else we do as professionals (like applied ethnography, for example). The people who carry out these
tasks must be creative, loyal, energetic and deeply committed to the ongoing welfare of an organization with a fifty-year tradition of interdisciplinary research and practice. Some of the many people who fit this description in the Society and who have worked very hard during the last two years are listed above.

We owe special thanks to two officers who have spent endless hours working on behalf of our Society. The first is Benita Howell, Secretary, who has been responsible for all of the duties associated with this office and, at the same time, has chaired the Publications Committee which was confronted with many challenges over the past two years. The second is Carla Littlefield, Treasurer, who has ensured the smooth financial functioning of the Society as carried out by our ever-watchful business manager Tom May. Both Benita and Carla have been the best of partners, as we three officers, along with presidents past and elect and our business office, have sought the rocky best path to leadership for the Society. We also owe a vote of thanks to Tom and the able team staffing our business office who manage the daily business affairs of the Society and its membership with sustained attention.

I will always believe that the social sciences can improve the vision, the skills and the capacity for self reflection of public policy makers and local practitioners. My views are consistent with those of our founders that the social sciences must work together for the common good, rather than competing for scarce resources and public image. I also believe that anthropology's methodological and practical, commitment to understanding and building upon the view of "the other" a unique contribution both to the social sciences and to social welfare. Let us remember that these philosophical directions, personal predilections and professional skills do not automatically come with any degree. They must be sought for, learned and earned in school and out, and always in partnership.

Our Society has an historical commitment to dynamic interdisciplinary interchange of theory and practice. We must use our wealth of human resources, energy and creativity to promote excellence in training; to professionalize anthropology for public recognition; and to maintain continued and vigilant awareness of the presence and persistence of social problems which can be addressed through a combination of scientific technology, human organization, and political will.

SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS
ON THE CHANGES IN THE BYLAWS

By Benita Howell, SfAA Secretary
University of Tennessee

Integral to long-range planning for SfAA, President Schensul constituted a bylaws review committee in 1996. This committee began with suggestions from the most recent review of bylaws made by John van Willigen, Erve Chambers, and Tom Arcury. They suggested that the Executive Committee and officers should be involved more directly in the revision process. Accordingly, President Schensul chaired the 1996 committee herself and appointed Kenneth Barger, Past President Paredes and me to serve on it.

The Executive Committee discussed proposals from the bylaws committee at its fall meeting in San Francisco and commented on a preliminary draft circulated via e-mail. We are now ready to present our ideas for general discussion prior to and at the Seattle meetings. As my last secretarial act, I hope to incorporate comments from Seattle into a final draft that will be distributed to all Fellows for a ballot vote at the time of the Fall 1997 election of officers.

If the Fellows accept the recommendations the Executive Committee has endorsed, the 1997 election will be the last one in which they alone can vote. In effect, we ask Fellows to extend the franchise so that junior members, in particular our growing contingent of enthusiastic student members, can be involved more fully in the Society.

Here is a summary of major changes proposed:

• The privilege of voting in election of officers will be extended to all members. Officers will continue to be selected from the Fellows (with the exception of a student EC member).
• The privilege of voting on matters of business and policy will be extended to all members. Because these rights are no longer restricted to the Council of Fellows, the Council of Fellows will become known as the Annual Business Meeting of the Society.
• One slot will be added to the Executive Committee, to be filled by an elected student member, who will serve a two-year term.
• The final article makes specific reference to a Procedures Manual, in which matters of policy and ad hoc organization too detailed for inclusion in the bylaws will be recorded. President-Elect Young is beginning the process of updating and reactivating the procedures manual that officers developed in 1986 under Ted Downing's leadership.

These are the most significant proposals. Other changes provide clarification and needed updating for a document that was last revised more than a decade ago.
BYLAWS OF THE SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY
(As Amended 1996-97; Draft of January 1, 1997)

ARTICLE I
Object and Name

The Society actively promotes interdisciplinary scientific investigation of those principles guiding human relations, and encourages application of such principles with the goal of solving human problems, and is called the Society for Applied Anthropology.

ARTICLE II
Membership

Section 1. The Society shall consist of Fellows and Sustaining Fellows, Regular Members, Student Members, Joint Members, Emeritus Fellows, and Emeritus Members.

Section 2. Fellows and Sustaining Fellows shall be limited to those who have academic accreditation in the field of anthropology or in related fields, as evidenced by the possession of a Ph.D. degree, and to other professionally qualified persons who have demonstrated competence in research and/or application of behavioral science in contemporary societies. They shall pay stipulated dues, as determined by the Executive Committee, to the Business Office of the Society each year, for which they shall be entitled to receive the regular and special issues of the official publications of the Society. They shall have all other privileges and obligations of full membership in the Society, including the right to hold office and to vote on all issues affecting the composition, the purposes, and the commitments of the Society. Candidates for membership as Fellows of the Society may be proposed in writing by a Fellow of the Society or by nomination by the Executive Committee. Proposals for such membership shall be submitted to and acted upon by the Executive Committee. Majority approval by the Executive Committee shall constitute election to Fellow membership.

Section 3. Regular Student, and Joint Members shall consist of all persons who pay stipulated dues, as determined by the Executive Committee, to the offices of the Society each year, for which they are entitled to receive the regular issues of the official publications of the Society, and the right to vote on issues concerning the composition, the purposes and the commitments of the Society, and the right to participate in all activities of the Society except holding elective office. The restriction on office holding does not apply to the student member of the Executive Committee. Applicants for Regular, Student, and Joint Membership shall apply in writing to the offices of the Society and will be accepted upon receipt of the required fee for such membership.

Section 4. Fellows and Members are eligible for Emeritus Status at age 65 or upon retirement, whichever comes later. They shall be granted Emeritus Status upon applying in writing to the offices of the Society.

ARTICLE III
Annual Meetings of the Membership

There shall be an annual meeting of the membership held for the purpose of hearing reports of officers and committees appointed by the President or established in conformity with other provisions of the Bylaws. The members thus assembled shall be charged with the responsibility for taking action on such reports and with transacting other business brought by the Officers or introduced by other Fellows or Members of the Society, or specified in the bylaws or procedures of the Society.

ARTICLE IV
Officers and Executive Committee

Section 1. Elected Officers of the Society, chosen from among the Fellows, shall be a President; a President-Elect (in alternate years, the immediate Past President) who serves as Vice President; and a Secretary. The Treasurer and Editors are Officers appointed by the Executive Committee.

Section 2. The President shall serve for a term of two years and for a subsequent term of one year as Past President and voting member of the Executive Committee. The President-Elect shall serve for a term of one year prior to a two year term as president. The Secretary and Treasurer shall each serve for a term of three years Editors ordinarily serve for a term of three years.

Section 3. There shall be an Executive Committee which shall serve as the governing body of the Society. It shall consist of the officers, six members-at-large who shall be Fellows of the Society and who shall be elected for staggered terms of three years, and one Student member who shall be elected for a term of two years. All officers and members shall vote in Executive Committee meetings.

Section 4. Any vacancy among the officers of the Society, or other Executive Committee positions shall be filled by appointment or the Executive Committee for the period intervening between the time of the vacancy and the next business meeting of the Society.

ARTICLE V
President

The President shall serve as chairperson of the Executive Committee. The President shall have powers and authorities usually vested in the President of a professional association and shall perform such duties as the Executive Committee may direct.

ARTICLE VI
Vice President

The Past President and the President-Elect, respectively, shall serve in alternate years as Vice President. In the event of absence or disability of the President, the Vice President shall perform the duties of the President at all meetings of the Society and the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE VII
Secretary

The Secretary shall keep the minutes of all meetings of the Executive Committee and of the Members. The Secretary shall oversee Society elections and notify candidates of the outcome. The Secretary shall, in general, have all the powers usually vested in the Secretary of a professional association and shall perform the duties of such office. In the absence of the Secretary, secretarial duties may be discharged by a Secretary pro tempore to be appointed by the Executive Committee.
ARTICLE VIII
Treasurer

The Treasurer shall be responsible for the proper collection and disbursement of Society funds and for financial planning under the direction of the Executive Committee. The Treasurer shall monitor the Society's Business Office, assuring that the approved policies and procedures are being followed for maintaining the books, for the receipt and expenditure of monies, and for management of other assets and liabilities. The Treasurer shall, upon request, render a written statement at any meeting of the Executive Committee showing the financial condition of the Society. The books shall at all times be subject to inspection by the Executive Committee. The Treasurer shall have such power with respect to signing drafts, checks, and other instruments incurring liabilities as the Executive Committee shall confer.

ARTICLE IX
Executive Committee

The Executive Committee shall have responsibility for the affairs of the Society as delegated by the Members.

The Executive Committee shall meet on call of the President or any two of its members, as often as the interests of the Society may require, and shall meet at least twice a year. A majority of the Executive Committee shall constitute a quorum.

It shall be the duty of the Executive Committee to select a Program Chairperson and to work with the Program Chairperson and Program Committee in planning the Annual Meeting.

The Executive Committee shall have the power to suggest and to ratify the creation of standing or special committees as required. Appointment of committee members shall be made by the President with approval of the Executive Committee.

The Executive Committee shall keep a record of its meetings.

ARTICLE X
Nominations and Elections

Section 1. The election of officers and members of the Executive Committee of the Society shall be coordinated by four Fellows who shall be elected each year for staggered terms of two years in the manner provided in Section 2. These four Fellows shall constitute the Nominations and Elections Committee and shall submit their report to the Executive Committee and at the Annual Meeting.

Section 2. The Nominations and Elections Committee shall announce, by letter to all Members, a slate of at least two candidates for each vacancy along with an announcement stating that the Nominations and Elections Committee will accept additional nominations seconded by 5 percent of the Members of the Society as counted at the close of the last fiscal year, for a period of six weeks. To be a candidate, a nominee must affirm in writing a willingness and ability to devote to the affairs of the Society such time as is necessary to the effective execution of the office.

Section 3. Ballots shall be mailed to all Members not less than 60 days before the Fall Executive Committee meeting. Each member in good standing shall be entitled to vote for one candidate for each vacancy. All ballots received at least 30 days prior to the Fall Execu-

tive Committee meeting will be tallied by the Nominations and Elections Committee, who will notify the Secretary of the outcome of the elections as soon as it is feasible and who will submit a formal report to the Executive Committee and at the Annual meeting.

ARTICLE XI
Publications

Section 1. There shall be Editors appointed by the Executive Committee for official publications of the Society. The duration and terms of service shall be negotiated between an Editor-Elect and the Executive Committee. The Editors shall have charge of the respective publications of the Society and shall appoint such associate and advisory editors as they shall see fit to obtain material for publication and otherwise to collaborate in the conduct of the publications. The appointment of associate and advisory editors shall be subject to confirmation by the Executive Committee. Employment of editorial assistants, whether paid or unpaid, shall be subject to the approval of the Executive Committee.

Section 2. Institutional and Individual Subscribers to publications shall consist of all organizations or individuals who pay stipulated subscription fees, as determined by the Executive Committee, to the offices of the Society each year, for which they are entitled to receive the regular issues of the publications to which they subscribe but no other benefits of Society membership.

ARTICLE XII
Meetings

There shall be an Annual Meeting of the Society at a time and place designated by the Executive Committee. The Annual Meeting shall be for the purpose of transacting the business of the Society and holding an annual conference consistent with the aims of the Society.

ARTICLE XIII
Dues

The dues for Fellows, Regular Members, Student Members, Joint Members, Sustaining Members and Institutional Subscribers shall be set by the Executive Committee.

The dues for a joint membership unit shall be less than those of two separate memberships combined.

The dues of spouses who are both Fellows shall be less than those of two individual Fellows.

Emeritus Members and Emeritus Fellows shall pay reduced dues, not to exceed three quarters of the regular rate.

ARTICLE XIV
Reinstatement of Fellows

Any Fellow whose dues are a year in arrears shall cease to be a Fellow of the Society but on vote of the Executive Committee may be reinstated.

ARTICLE XV
Quorum
A quorum for a business meeting shall consist of five percent of the Membership.

ARTICLE XVI
Affiliation or Merger

The Executive Committee may affiliate the Society with another organization or consortium of autonomous organizations with related goals so long as each organization retains autonomy and equal status. Any affiliation with another organization which would relinquish SFAA's autonomy shall require a majority vote of the Members of the Society.

ARTICLE XVII
Amendments

Amendments to the Bylaws may be proposed by the Executive Committee or by a majority vote of the Annual Business Meeting. Proposed amendments must be ratified by a majority of Members voting by mail ballot.

ARTICLE XVIII
Fiscal Year

The fiscal year of the Society shall be determined by the Executive Committee in accordance with efficient accounting procedures.

ARTICLE XIX
Procedures

The Officers and Executive Committee shall maintain a current Procedures Manual to specify details of the Society's management that are not referenced in these Bylaws. In the absence of Bylaws or Procedures Manual instructions for propriety procedures, the Society shall abide by Robert's Rules of Order.

FROM THE STUDENT PRESIDENT

By Carla M. Gueron-Montero
University of Oregon

Greetings from the Student Committee. We would like to remind the student members of the SFAA there is still one position available on our board for the 1996-98 period. For information about the position and our activities and plans, or if you have any suggestions, please contact one of us: Jane can be reached at (morganjs@servms.fiu.edu), Tony's address is (heberta@nervm.msrdc.ufl.edu) or you can contact me (cgueron@oregon.uoregon.edu). We hope to see you in Seattle.

POSITION AVAILABLE

The University of California San Francisco (UCSF) seeks a medical anthropologist with a Ph.D. degree to serve as head of its Medical Anthropology Program; this is a tenure faculty position at the level of associate or full professor in UCSF's School of Medicine. UCSF has recently made a major institutional commitment to its developing Center for Social, Behavioral, and Policy Sciences, of which the Program in Medical Anthropology is a key component, including new space and specific resources for medical anthropology faculty recruitment and support. Thus the new head will enjoy extraordinary opportunities to develop the program and to work in an exciting multidisciplinary environment.

The successful applicant will be expected to provide effective leadership, including long-range planning and development of stronger ties with clinical programs on our health sciences campus. Other responsibilities include teaching in the joint UCSF-UC Berkeley doctoral program in medical anthropology as well as participation in clinical student teaching on our health sciences campus. Geographic and subject matter specialization is flexible. Background and interest appropriate for collaborative research and teaching with other members of the Center for Social, Behavioral, and Policy Sciences are preferred. Evidence of excellence in teaching and scholarship, success in development of extramural funding, and administrative experience are required.

This position is available as of the summer 1997 or later. Starting time is flexible. To ensure full consideration, applications should be received by May 1, 1997, but the search will remain open until a suitable candidate is found. Candidates should submit current vitae, including publications, and a list of three references to: Virginia L. Ernster, Ph.D., Chair, Search Committee c/o Michele Hinojosa, Office of the Dean, School of Medicine University of California Box 0410, San Francisco, CA 94143.

The University of California is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1998-99 FULBRIGHT AWARDS FOR U.S. FACULTY AND PROFESSIONALS

Opportunities for lecturing or advanced research in over 135 countries are available to college and university faculty and professionals outside academe. U.S. citizenship and the Ph.D. or comparable professional qualifications required. For lecturing awards, university or college teaching experience is expected. Foreign language skills are needed for some countries, but most lecturing assignments are in English.

The deadline for lecturing or research grants for 1998-99 is August 1, 1997. Other deadlines are in place for special programs: distinguished Fulbright chairs in Western Europe and Canada (May 1) and Fulbright seminars for international education and academic administrators (November 1).

Contact the USIA Fulbright Senior Scholar Program, Council for International Exchange of Scholars, 3007 Tilden Street, NW, Suite 5M, Box GNEWS, Washington, DC 20008-3009. Telephone: 202/686-7877. Web Page: http://www.cies.org E-mail: cies1@ciesnet.cies.org (requests for mailing of application materials only).
The Society for Applied Anthropology
1997 Annual Meeting
March 4-9, 1997
Madison Renaissance Hotel
Seattle Washington

Preliminary Program
Tuesday, March 4 & Wednesday, March 5

1:00 pm - 5:00 pm

U-001: SfAA - EPA Cooperative Agreement Advisory Committee
ORGANIZER: JOHNSTON, Barbara

U-002: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology Strategic Planning Session
PRESIDENT: TASHIMA, Niel

8:00 am - 9:45 am

W-005: Countering Bias in Health Care Delivery and Education: Methods for Training Students in the Field (CONAA)
ORGANIZERS: CHIN, Nancy P., POPE, Charlene, and CHIERICI, Rose-Marie
CHIN, Nancy P., CHIERICI, Rose-Marie, DIMAGGIO, Guisepina, POPE, Charlene, GILLIAND, Aimee and PETERS, Jane

GIBSON, Nancy, BOILLOT, François and JALLOH, Hamidu, JOK, Madut Jok, MCGRATH, Barbara Burns, HSU, Clarissa, HENRY, Rebecca, MELENDEZ, Diane

Wednesday, March 5, 1997

8:00 am - 5:00 pm

W-001: SfAA Executive Committee Working Session

8:00 am - 11:45 am

W-002: WORKSHOP (by advance subscription): Preparing For Professional Careers In Anthropology
ORGANIZERS: BRIODY, Elizabeth and SINGER, Merrill

W-003: WORKSHOP (by advance subscription only): Reading and Responding to Requests for Proposals and Research Announcements
ORGANIZER: BOONE, Margaret

W-004: Open Forum: SfAA - EPA Cooperative Agreement
ORGANIZERS: JOHNSTON, Barbara and TRAINOR, Theresa

W-007: Health Technology’s Uses and Limitations (SfAA)
TERSTRIEP, Amy, BLIZZARD, Deborah, MITCHELL, Winifred, MURPHY, Arthur, QUICK, Robert; RILEY, Brian; PINTO, Edwin; LIND, Jason, JACKSON, J. Carey and HOWARD, Ellen, YODER, P. Stanley

W-008: HIV/AIDS Prevention/Intervention - Part 1: Research and Methodology (SfAA/SMAs)
LEIBOWITZ, Jami and SUMNER, Tracey, PINCUBO, Rachel and LOCKABY, Tracey, GALBRAITH, Jennifer S., GILLIAM, G. Aisha, and THOMPSON, P. Imani, WOLGEMUTH, Beth, HOGLE, Jan

W-009: New Paradigms for Poverty and Development (SfAA)
DRESSLER, William W., FRANCIS, Paul, HO, Christine G.T., STOFFLE, Brent W. and PURCELL, Trevor W., PRITCHARD, Diana, WILSON-MOORE, Margot

W-010: Traditional Use Studies: Applying Anthropology to Aboriginal Rights and Title Issues (SfAA)
ORGANIZERS: THOM, Brian and WASHBROOK, Kevin
GELEAN, Shannon, MCLWRAITH, Tad, ELDRIDGE, Morley, LITTLEFIELD, Loraine, DEWHIRST, John, WASHBROOK, Kevin; THOM, Brian, WEINSTEIN, Martin S.

W-011: Building Sustainable Communities in Post-Conflict Situations (SfAA)
ORGANIZERS: PHILLIPS, James and MSCPADDEN, Lucia Ann
MCSPADDEN, Lucia Ann, PHILLIPS, James, SOMMERS, Marc, SANFORD, Victoria, HAMMOND, Laura

W-012: Heredity, Culture, and the Human Genome Project (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: BRUNGER, Fern
BASSETT, Ken L. BRUNGER, Fern, BUTT, Leslie, LEE, Patricia, MCKELLIN, William H.

W-013: Power and Its Ecological Consequences - Part 1 (PESO)
CHAIR: BROGDEN, Mette
SCHAENGOLD, Ellen and WHITTEN, Anthony, RUSSELL, Diane, BROGDEN, Mette, CALAMIA, Mark A., DE SOTO, Hermine G., SHADOW, Robert D. and RODRIGUEZ-SHADOW, Maria
Wednesday, March 5

10:00 am - 11:45 am

W-014: Body, Memory, History (SMA)
ORGANIZER: CHEN, Nancy N.
RIZVI, Seema, CHOY, Tim, ROTHMAN, Renee, KLIGER, Robyn, THOMPSON, Lana, COHEN, Lawrence

W-015: Struggles at the Interface of Bio- and Ethnomedicines - Part 2 (SMA/CONAA/SfAA)
CHILTON, Mariana, LANGFORD, Jean M., WAYLAND, Coral Barborie, VECCHIATO, Norbert L., ROSS, Brook, LUNDBERG, Kristin V.

W-016: Midwives & Childbirth Assistants (SMA/SfAA)
TUMBARELLO, Julie, COE, Emily, RICHARDS, Holly, HALLBERG, Tia, RAMIREX, Michelle, STRELITZ, Phillipa

W-017: HIV/AIDS Prevention/Intervention - Part 2: Implementation (SMA/SfAA)
LUCAS, Kimberley, MAYNARD-TUCKER, Gisele, BUNNELL, Rebecca; HEGGENHOGEN, Kris, BUKENYA, Haruna; SEJAIKA, Paul, KENGEYA-KAYONDO, Jane; WHITWORTH, Jimmy, PRICE, Laurie, GUERREIRO-FLORES, A., BROÔMHAL, Lorie L.

W-018: Power and Its Ecological Consequences - Part 2 (PESO)
CHAIR: EMANUEL, Robert M.
WINSLow, Donna, HIGGS, Eric, EMANUEL, Robert M., ILAHIANE, Hsain, FISHER, William, MAMELI, Peter A.

W-019: The Impact of Qualitative Dissertations on Successful Leadership: the Experience of the Doctoral Studies Program at Gonzaga University (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: BEEBE, James
BEEBE, James and ISAACSON, Nancy, ISAACSON, Nancy, BURNS, Sara L, MAHONEY, Daniel J., RAUTH, Janice E., CRANDALL-TOBEY, Susan

W-020: Local Knowledge in Resource Management and Planning (SfAA)
WOLOSON, Eliza E., BODE, Scott, ROACH, Steve, LUQUE, Juan, CLEMENTS, L. Davis and KING, Daniel N., BLOUNT, Ben G.

W-021: American Indian Perspectives On Consultation At the Nevada Test Site (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: STOFFLE, Richard W.
FURLOW, Robert, FRANK, Maurice, ARNOLD, Richard, CORNELIUS, Betty, CLOQUET, Don, MOOSE, Gaylene

W-022: Environmental Policy Frames and Implementation Issues (SfAA)
WEAVER, Thomas, LEE, Justin B., KRAMER, Kerry M., DERMAN, Bill and FERGUSON, Anne, BIXLER, Dorinda S., PREISTER, Kevin

12 noon - 1:45 pm

W-023: OPEN FORUM: Repatriation: Past, Present, Future (SfAA Indian Affairs Committee)
ORGANIZER/CHAIR: STANLEY, Lori A.
MINTHORN, Phillip, SMITH, David L., WORL, Rosita

W-024: OPEN FORUM: Meet The Authors of At Risk: Natural Hazards, People's Vulnerability, and Disasters
ORGANIZER/CHAIR: OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony

2:00 pm - 3:45 pm

W-025: The Dynamics of Power Relations in the Experience of Environmental Crisis (SfAA)
ORGANIZERS: ALEXANDER, Sara E. and JEFFREY, Jacquen
FORREST, David W., JEFFREY, Jaclyn, GIBSON, Jane W., ALEXANDER, Sara E. and HORTON, Don, FRANKENBERGER, Timothy R., CISSNA, Kate and STONICH, Susan, QUARTO, Alfredo

W-026: Community Partnerships: Nursing, Public Health, and Applied Anthropology (CONAA)
ORGANIZER: CHRISMAN, Noel
MICH, Melinda, KANG, Rebecca, OLIVARES, Sergio et al., SULLIVAN, Marianne, KONE, Ahoua, CHRISMAN, Noel, CISKE, Sandy, and KRIEGER, James, STRICKLAND, C. June and ROBERTS, Althea, HORN, Beverly M., CHRISMAN, Noel

W-027: Indigenous Expertise & Health Institutions (SfAA)
DEGEN, Catherine, ENGEBRETSON, Joan, FINERMAN, Ruthbeth, PETERSON, Caroline D., SCHOENBERG, Nancy E. and COWARD, Raymond T., WHITEFORD, Michael B.
Wednesday, March 5

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

W-046: Historical Consciousness and Contemporary Development Planning (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: CASTRO, Alfonso Peter
CHAIKEN, Miriam S., CONELLY, W. Thomas, CASTRO, Alfonso Peter, ASTONE, Jennifer, BURTNER, Jennifer

W-047: Tourism, Politics, and Ecology (SfAA)
SWAIN, Margaret B., MCKENZIE, Kristine, LAMM, Rosemarie Santora, SONNINO, Roberta, YELLEN, Elana, DELANEY, Patricia L.

W-048: Meeting National Needs for a Skilled Labor Force (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: BORMAN, Kathryn GODDARD, William, PUCCIA, Ellen, FOX, Amy, GREENBAUM, Susan

W-049: Empowerment and Change Among Migrant Farmworkers (SfAA)
ORGANIZERS: MCELROY, Ann and BARGER, Kenneth VELASQUEZ, Baldeomar and BARGER, W. Kenneth, ROSENBAUM, Rene Perez, VALDES, Dennis N., MORFIT, Susan and MORFIT, Van, MCELROY, Ann, CHAVIRA, Alicia

W-050: Emic and Etic Approaches to Educational Ethnography (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: CARLSON, Paul CARLSON, Paul, GONZALES, Norma, FARTHING, Holly, ARRIERA, Olivia, AGUILERA, Dorothy, PATTERSON, Leslie

2:00 pm - 4:45 pm

W-039: Drug Abuse Treatment: An Anthropological Exploration (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: CARLSON, Robert G. KOESTER, Steve and ANDERSON, Ken, MURDOCH, R. Owen, DUNLAP, Eloise and JOHNSON, Bruce, RAPP, Richard, GALLO, Toni Marisa, LUCIANO, Pellegrino A. SOTHERAN, Jo L. and CLATT, Michael C., CARLSON, Robert, BATTIES, Robert, KOSS, Joan

W-040: Power Relations in Diabetes Care (SMA/CONAA)
ORGANIZERS: PENDRY, De Ann and LOEWE, Ronald STEWART, Pamela J., SCHWARTZMAN, John, LOEWE, Ronald, LARME, Anne C., PENDRY, De Ann, HUNT, Linda

W-041: Issues in Aging (SfAA/AMA/CONAA)
DORAZIO-MIGLIORE, Marg, KEELING, Sally, SLORAH, Pat, SILVERMAN, Myrna, GROGER, Lisa, FREIDENBERG, Judith, CARLILE, Wanda, LOUWE, Helena, HARMAN, Robert C., BLOWN, Suzanne and HUNTER, Andrea

W-042: Power and Its Ecological Consequences - Part 3 (PESO)
CHAIR: PARK, Thomas K. (Arizona) PALADINO, Stephanie, PARAJULI, Pramod, KHLEIF, Bud B., KOFINAS, Gary, SHERBURNE, Dan, KLOOSTER, Daniel

W-043: Women's Lives - Obstacles and Agency
ZAAATARI, Zeina, KRIEGER, Laurie, CONE, Cynthia Abbott and SCHUMANN, Christiana, KABA, Fatos, EHLERS, Tracy Bachrach, O'LEARY, Anna Ochoa, SENTURIA, Kristen, ALBERS, Patricia C. and BREEN, Nancy, WRIGHT, Jeffery D., ARTHUR, Dawn, ZIMMERMAN, Shelley, CLARK, Gracia

W-044: American Indian Cultural Landscapes in Riverine Ecosystems (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: STOFFLE, Richard W. SKOKOMISH TRIBE, SEELATSEE, Lenora and BUCK, Rex, OSIFE, Cyndi, DOBLYNS, Henry F., NICKENS, Paul R., STOFFLE, Richard W.

W-045: NAPA Governing Board Meeting
PRESIDENT: TASHIMA, Niel
Society for Applied Anthropology

Wednesday, March 5 & Thursday, March 6

5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

W-051: Society for Medical Anthropology Student Committee - Planning Meeting
ORGANIZER: COLLINS, Barbara

W-052: Organizing Meeting: Health Communication Topical Interest Group
ORGANIZER: KRIEGER, Laurie

W-053: VIDEO SCREENING: Lighting the Seventh Fire

W-055: Political Ecology Society (PESO) Reception

7:30 pm - 9:00 pm

W-054: KEYNOTE SESSION: Confronting Urban Apartheid
ORGANIZERS: SFAA Program Committee
WHITEHEAD, Tony, SCHENSUL, Jean, VIGIL, James D., BOURGOIS, Philippe, HARRISON, Faye

TOPIC I: A Sample of CuSAG Methods for Conducting Ethnography and Community Assessments in Urban Neighborhoods
WHITEHEAD, Tony L., MALONEY, Shawn, PETERSON, James, DANIELL, D., FRANCISCO, Leilani, WHITEHEAD, Tony L., PAIGE, J.

TOPIC II: Community Profiles and Urban Issues for Ethnographers Entering the 21st Century
MARTIN, E., ROSS, F., JOHNSON, K., SCHACHT-REISINGER, Heather, MCKINNEY, William, STOE, D., HARMON, J.

TOPIC III: The Need for Ethnographic Research Into Traditional Anthropological Concerns in the Assessment of Urban Communities

8:00 am - 11:45 am

8:00 am - 11:45 am

T-004: The Development of Direct-Entry Midwifery In North America (SMA/CONAA)
ORGANIZERS: DAVIS-FLOYD, Robbie and KAUFERT, Patricia A. DEVRIES, Raymond, ROBINSON, Kristine, BOURGEAULT, Ivy, DAVISS, Betty-Anne, VADEBONCOUR, Helene, NESTEL, Sheryl, BIGGS, Lesley, KAUFERT, Patricia A., ERIKSON, Susan, DAVIS-FLOYD, Robbie, BENOIT, Cecilia M., LUCE, Jacquelyne, MACDONALD, Margaret, ROOKS, Judith

8:00 am - 9:45 am

T-005: OPEN FORUM: Contract Ethnography and the National Park Service: Creating Partnerships and Products
ORGANIZER: CRESPI, Muriel

T-006: Hospital Care (SFAA)
ONA, Fernando, VAN LEUVEN, Karen, MILLER, Tracey, PRESS, Irwin, GOSLIN, Neill, BELL, Sue Ellen

T-007: Mental Health: Construction, Measurement, and Service Issues (SMA/SFAA)
PADDFIELD, Harlan, SANDANGER, Inger, KLEINER, Robert J., SORENSEN, Tom, and DALGARD, Odd Steffen, THOMAS, J. S., RIORIAN, D. and JOHNSON, C. F., WITTY, Cathie J., MARTIN, Kimberly P., MORGAN, Ann and NAVA BAEZA, Deborah, ERVIN, Alexander M.

7:30 pm - 9:00 pm

T-008: Homelessness (SMA/CONAA/SFAA)
HOWELL, Jayne, BONNEKESSEN, Barbara, LYON-CALLO, Vincent, MCCALMAN, Christine, CARLSION, Ruth

Thursday, March 6, 1997

8:00 am - 5:00 pm

T-001: Applied Urban Ethnography: Ethnographically Informed Community Assessments (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: WHITEHEAD, Tony L.

T-003: WORKSHOP (by advance subscription only): Writing For Decision-Makers
ORGANIZER: JOSEPH, Becky

T-003A: WORKSHOP (by advance subscription only): Setting the Hook and Making the Catch: Advertising Techniques and Applications
ORGANIZER: McCREERY, John
Thursday, March 6

10:00 am - 11:45 am

T-014: Community Development and Social Impact Assessment (SfAA)
REEVES-ELLINGTON, Richard
ANDERSON, Adele, CONN, Stephen
BEEBE, Maria A., WULFFHORST, J. D., CONNOR, Desmond M.

T-015: Where Is The Patient In The New World Of Managed Care?
(SMA/CONAA)
MULLAN, Patricia, MICHAELS, Will
MCLEAN, Athena, NOTMAN, Mark
and MCKENNA, Brian, BUCKLEY,
Ann Marie, SLOMKA, Jacquelyn and
DOMEN, Ronald

T-016: Emerging Issues in the Anthropology of HIV and Drugs:
New Paradigms and Methods in Shaping Social Change (SMA)
ORGANIZER: GORMAN, Michael
BARR, Ben-David GORMAN,
Michael, and GREEN, C., JUNGE,
Benjamin, LINDSEY, W. Craig,
GREEN, C.; GORMAN, Michael;
BARR, Ben-David; HANSEN, A; and
ROBERTSON, B., STEMPEL, Robert
R., DARROW, W., and WEBSTER, R.,
WILLIAMS, A.M.

T-017: Medical Anthropology In Community-Based Health Care
Projects - Part 2 (SMA/CONAA/SfAA)
GRYSBOSKI, K., HOOKS, Carol, and
CONNALLY, L. Barbara; HAMMER,
Patricia J., HANSON, Lorelei,
AAAGAARD-HANSEN, Jens,
KRIEGER, Judith, TII, Pius, and
EDWARDS, Laura; PEGLER, JoAnne,
LIEBOW, Edward, MITCHELL, Kristi,
GOODMAN, Kenneth, HARE, Martha,
MYERS, Gail P., HERRERA,
Guillermo, and DIXON, Janelle

GOOD MAUST, Marcia, MORRISSEY,
Suzanne E., OAKS, Laury, OLSON,
Kari, SKILOGIANIS, Joanna, BOARD,
Frau and PFOOTZ, Susan

T-019: Viewpoints on the Anthropology of Unions in the U.S.
(SfAA)
ORGANIZER: DURRENBERGER, E. Paul
FINK, Deborah, GRIFFITH, David,
FERKANY, Susan T., DURRENBERGER, E. Paul, EREM,
Susan

T-020: Teaching About Anthropology and Cultural Diversity (SfAA)
YANG, Honggang, QUIATT, Duane
and KOESTER, Stephen, LOEWEN,
Greg, LEWIS, Vicki, LUCKE, Joyce,
OLSON, Emilie

T-021: Training Applied Anthropologists: Cutting Edge Issues
in Applied Anthropology Graduate Training Programs (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: GOODMAN, Kenneth J.
CHAMBERS, Eric, and CHAMBERS,
Erve, LEAP, William, VAN
WILLIGEN, John and EVANS, Carol
Jo, BENNETT, Linda, KUSHNER,
Gilbert

T-022: Language and Dance In Schools (SfAA)
MESSING, Jacqueline, DEZOLT,
Denise, OLSEN, Jane F.,
GAUDARRAMA, Irma, SMITH,
Howard L., MILAMBILING, Joyce and
MARTIN, Susan, HUMMEL, Andrea
Thursday, March 6

2:00 pm - 3:45 pm

T-039: Understanding the Cultural Context of Adjustment and Adaptation Across the Life Span (SfAA)
ORGANIZER: IRIS, Madelyn
BERMAN, Rebecca H.L. and IRIS, Madelyn A., MITTENESS, Linda S., RODIN, Miriam B., BARKER, Judith C. and MITTENESS, Linda S., CATTELL, Maria G., LUBORSKY, Mark

T-040: Community-Based Health Care Projects - Part 3 (SMA/CONAA/SfAA)
MCKENNA, Margaret, MURRAY, John; NEWES Adey Gabriella; GRAEFF, Judith; SANGHVI, Tina; SALGADO, Rene; FIELDS, Rebecca, GLITZENBERG, Jody, WARRY, Wayne, WALDMAN, Elaine, HANJAN, Jini

12 noon - 1:45 pm

T-030: AWARD-WINNING PAPERS:
PESO Robert McCormick Netting Award: WINSLOW, Donna
SfAA Peter K. New Award: To Be Announced

T-031: OPEN FORUM: SfAA Indian Affairs Committee
ORGANIZERS: WALKE, Roger, WALDRAM, James, and ROBINSON, Sally

T-032: AIDS and Anthropology Research Group Work Session
ORGANIZER: CARLSON, Robert
Thursday, March 6

2:00 pm - 4:45 pm

T-043: Psychiatry and Psychiatric Practice (SMA)
ORGANIZER: POLLOCK, Donald and HAGBERG, Sean
HAGBERG, Sean, SIECK, Katherine and NUCKOLLS, Charles, RHODES, Lorna, GREMLION, Helen, POLLOCK, Donald, DESJARLAIS, Robert, GAINES, Atwood D.

T-044: Substance Abuse Prevention: Learning from Anthropological Inquiry (SMA/CONAA)
ORGANIZER: STRUNIN, Lee PAGE, J. Bryane, SHEDLIN, Michele and SCHREIBER, Janet, GOLDSMITH, Douglas S., KAMMERER, Nina, MASON, Theresa, CONNORS, Margaret, SPICER, Paul, STRUNIN, Lee, BENNETT, Linda A. and LIEBEBE, Nancy A., MARSHALL, Mac, KOESTER, Stephen

T-045: Making a Difference: Applying Anthropology in an Era of Managed Care and New Health Care Strategies (SMA/CONAA)
ORGANIZER: BALDWIN, Dana M. and GILBERT, Jean SPITZER, Denise L., JACKSON, Eileen M. and HIBBERT, Elnora, CARR, Diana, ERWIN, Deborah, GILBERT, Jean, LURIE, Sue, JONES, Rose, HANDWERKER, Penn, BALDWIN, Dana, BENDYCKI, Nadine, CHRISMAN, Noel, SINGER, Merrill

T-046: Indigenous Peoples and National Parks: An International Perspective (SFAA)
ORGANIZERS: THORNTON, Thomas F., and TUREK, Michael F. TUREK, Michael F, BAKER, Gerard, SUTTER, Barbara, KELLER, Robert H., WEST, Duane, HAYS, Ellen Hope, CHASE, Athol, BROWN, Greg and THORNTON, Thomas F., WORL, Rosita, CRESPI, Muriel

ORGANIZER: ORR, Julian E. ORR, Julian E., ANDERSON, Kenneth T. and LAUPER, Ursula L., ERICKSON, Kenneth C., SULLIVAN, Cheryl Lynn, HAKKEN, David, BARLEY, Stephen R., COOK, Noam, SACHS, Patricia, ANDERSON, Susan, O'CONNOR, Ellen, SUCHMAN, Lucy

T-048: OPEN FORUM: Leadership Opportunities Within the SFAA ORGANIZERS: GIL, Vince and the SfAA Executive Committee


T-050: Changing Relationships Between Governments, Non-Governmental Organizations, and the People: An International Perspective (SFAA)
ORGANIZERS: SZANTON-BLANC, Cristina and HANCHETT, Suzanne HANCHETT, Suzanne, CLARKE, Maria Donoso, FRIEDLANDER, Eva, MENCHER, Joan, ROBINSON, Sally, GREENE, Margaret E., GAUL, Karen K., SZANTON BLANC, Cristina

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

T-050: Applied Visual Anthropology: The Art of Fieldwork in Yucatan (SFAA)
ORGANIZERS: BURNS, Allan and FERNANDEZ, Francisco BURNS, Allan F. and FERNANDEZ, Francisco, LOPEZ, Maria-Jesus, AMON, Faith, DALUSIO, Bruce, GOLDMAN, Emily S., GUTIERREZ, Dulce Maria

T-051: Making Methods Work (SFAA)
JOHNSON, Jeffrey C., ROENTHAL, Lisa M. B., PRATT, Marion and WILLIS, Mary S. and WILLIS, Cynthia E., SALO, Matt, DRISCOLL, David L., ABARNO, Fiona and JOHNSON, Jeff

5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

T-053: FILM SCREENING: Calling the Ghosts: A Story About Rape, War, and Women

T-054: Society for Medical Anthropology Business Meeting and Reception
PRESIDENT: BROWNER, Carole
### Thursday, March 6 & Friday, March 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm | T-058: PLENARY SESSION: Health Care in the Year 2000: Three Years and Counting  
ORGANIZERS: SMA/CONAA/SfAA Program Committees  
CHAIR: JOHNSON, Tom  
AMUNDSON, Bruce, BERKOWITZ, Bobbie, NIEMANN, Patricia |
| 8:00 am - 9:45 am | F-005: SfAA AIDS Advisory Committee Working Session  
Chair: FELDMAN, Douglas  
F-006: Cross-Cultural Perspectives of Women's Sexual Decision-Making: Studies from Urban Settings (SMA)  
ORGANIZER: TORRES, M. Idali  
TORRES, M. Idali, LYON-CALLO, Sarah, TORRES, M. Idali, et al., WEEKS, Margaret R., NASTASI, Bonnie, VARJAS, Kristen and SARKAR, S-reeroopa, SCHENSUL, Stephen L., SCHENSUL, Jean J., ROBINSON, David, EDWARDS, Tylor, BINGHAM, Allison |
| 8:00 am - 11:45 am | F-001: WORKSHOP (by advance subscription): Resume Writing Clinic  
ORGANIZER: JOSEPH, Becky  
F-002: WORKSHOP (by advance subscription): Managed Care and Mental Health  
ORGANIZER: SANDAGE, Scott  
F-003: Applied Training Program Information Exchange  
ORGANIZER: HARMAN, Robert  
F-004: Subsistence Hunting and Fishing in Alaska: Research and Management (SfAA)  
ORGANIZERS: Schroeder, Robert F and Clark, Fred  
HAYNES, Terry L., WHEELER, Polly, ANDREWS, Elizabeth F.; GEORGETTE, Susan E., SCHROEDER, Robert F, CLARK, Fred and EAKON, Helga, MOSS, Mary Beth, HOWELL, Wayne, and COCHRANE, Tim, CRAIG, Robbie, SIMEONE, William, MISHLER, Craig  
F-008: Meeting the Challenge of Coalition Building: Lessons from TB in the 1990s (SfAA)  
ORGANIZER: JUSTICE, Judith  
AGAR, Michael and MURDOCH, R. Owen, MARAKOWITZ, Ellen, PARVANTA, Claudia Fishman, GUILLETTE, Elizabeth, VON GLASCOE-CLARK, Christine and METZGER-MARSHALL, Duane |
| 8:00 am - 11:45 am | F-009: Racism and Homophobia in Nursing (CONAA)  
ORGANIZER: BARBEE, Evelyn L.  
BARBEE, Evelyn L., BYRNE, Michelle, JACKSON, Eileen M., PITKOFSKY, Charles |
| 8:00 am - 11:45 am | F-010: Integrating Methods for Drug Discovery: An Ethnobiomedical Approach (SfAA)  
ORGANIZER: MORAN, Katy  
KING, Steven, JACKSON, J. Carey, MORAN, Katy, IWU, Maurice M. |
| 8:00 am - 11:45 am | F-011: Community Development - Inner City (SfAA)  
MITCHELL, George L., JONES, Joe, and COYLE, Tom, HAMILTON, Susan, GULDIN, Gregory, COMITO, Jacqueline M., HOLMES, Mary S., GUTIERREZ-MAYKA, Marcela, and CONTRERAS, Ricardo, DOUGHTY, Paul L. |
| 8:00 am - 11:45 am | F-012: Empowering Families (SfAA)  
WELARATNA, Usha, VAN SCHAIK, Eileen, DEHAVENON, Anna L., CHAPELLE, Jeannine, McGOWAN, V., FORSYTH, R., MARCHAND, A., and BADGER, A., MARTIN, Susan R. |
| 8:00 am - 11:45 am | F-013: Immigrant and Native Minority Academic Orientation (SfAA)  
ORGANIZER: STEPICK, Alex  
MORGAN, Jane, KONCZAL, Lisa, LECUSAY, Joe and CALLEJAS, Linda, FERNANDEZ, Paula, EUGENE, Emmanuel, STEPICK, Alex |
Friday, March 7

F-014: Academics and Communities: Negotiating Research Roles (SFAA/PESO)
ORGANIZERS: FITZPATRICK, Judith and MANDERSON, Lenore
FITZPATRICK, Judith, MANDERSON, Lenore, HEIZER, Deborah, O’NEIL, John; READING, Jeff; LEADER, Audrey, WALDRAM, James B., WILSON, Ruth P., KENDALL, Carl, WINCH, Peter, and LEONTSINI, Elli

F-015: Empowerment and Education: Students, Southern Paiute Indians, and Applied Anthropology (SFAA)
ORGANIZERS: CABALLERO, Hortensia and EMEANUEL, Robert
CABALLERO, H. and EMEANUEL, R., SENARSLAN, Onur, BANKS, M. and EMEANUEL, Robert, TOJO, Mari and PORTER, Maria, OSIFE, Cindy

F-016: Environment, Technology, and Constituencies (SFAA)
BECKMAN, James, CHOI, Hyup, FRANZ, Allen, SCHLOTTER, Jeffrey, GETZ, Vicki A. and BUTLER, Lorna Michael, CHICK, Garry

10:00 am - 11:45 am

F-017: PANEL DISCUSSION: What Are Ethnomusicologists Doing At Microsoft? (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: PERTL, Brian
PERTL, Brian, MONHART, Michael, NORTON, Kay, BENNETT, Matthew

F-018: Medical Authority: Physicians and Others (SFAA/SMACONAA)
FULLER, Vanessa L., AYORA-DIAZ, Steffan Igor, BRYANT, April, BARKEY, Nanette L., MCNEES, Molly, RUSSELL, Andrew

F-019: Battling the Stereotypes: Developing Research and Interventions For Chronic Illnesses Among Ethnic Minorities in the U.S. (SMA)
ORGANIZER: HUNT, Linda M. STATEN, Lisa, HARTHORN, Barbara Herr, PETERSEN, Dana, WEINER, Diane, DEVOOGD, Kitty B. and HUNT, Linda M., HUNT, Linda, and MONTEZ, Ricardo

F-020: Constructing and Accommodating Disability and Health Risks (SFAA / SMA / CONAA)
BURG, Kathryn, O’NEAL, Allison, SULLIVAN, Barbara and BERNSTEIN, Bernard, FORD, Laura Lakshmi, SAXTON, Marsha, KASNITZ, Devra

F-021: Immigrant and Refugee Health Services, and Policy (SMA)
ORGANIZER: PALINKAS, Lawrence A.
RASBRIDGE, Lance A., PICKWELL, Sheila M., VAN ARSDALE, Peter W., OMIDIAN, Patricia A., PALINKAS, Lawrence A., COHEN, Lucy

F-022: Cultural Knowledge and Help Seeking Behavior for Mental Health Problems in an Urban Community: Methodological and Applied Implications (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: HILL, Carole
HARRIS, Katrina, ADAMS, Julie, ROBERTSON, Tara, KOEHLER, Charlotte, BARKER, Krista, MOSHER, Marcia

F-023: Modeling the World: Policy Ramifications for Fishers, Farmers, and Scientists (PESO)
ORGANIZERS: MELTZOFF, Sarah, WEEKS, Priscilla, and ZIEGENHORN, Randy

ACHESON, James, MELTZOFF, Sarah and BROAD, Kenneth, PINKERTON, Evelyn, CLAY, Patricia, THU, Kendall and DURRENBERGER, E. Paul, WILI, Alaka, ZIEGENHORN, Randy, WEEKS, Priscilla

F-024: Using Cultural Knowledge to Promote Health Behaviors (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: WRIGHT, Anne L.
VUCKOVIC, Nancy, SCHWARZ, Maureen Trudelle, EPPLE, Carolyn and BAUER, Mark, TEUFEL, Nicolette, WRIGHT, Anne L.

F-025: Use of Ethnographic Techniques in Software and Consumer Electronics Design (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: MCLINTOCK, Marshall
DYE, Ken, MCLINTOCK, Marshall, JUHL, Dianne, FUJINUMA, Mizue, SHERRY, John, RAMEY, Judith

F-026: Environmental Health Risks (SFAA / SMA)
MCCOID, Catherine Hodge, MARIL, Lee, JONES, MKC, and FLETCHER, T., BOUTTE, Marie J. and CHASE, Vanette R., FRATE, Dennis; BENTON, William H., and JUERGENS, John P., GUILLETTE, Elizabeth

F-027: The Tensions of Power and Empowerment in Educational Change (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: MCQUILLAN, Patrick
FARAH, Ifiat and HUNTE, Pamela, HAMANN, Edmund; GOPALAN, Pritha; and KOBOSKY, Janet, MCQUILLAN, Patrick, MCCONNELL, David, SORUM, Michael, COLLINS, Michael, and GARZA-GONZALEZ, Ramiro, GREENMAN, Nancy P.
Friday, March 7

12 noon - 1:45 pm
F-030: SFSA AIDS Advisory Committee Open Meeting
ORGANIZER: FELDMAN, Douglas

F-031: OPEN FORUM: Aging
TOPICAL INTEREST GROUP
ORGANIZER: IRIS, Madelyn

F-032: OPEN FORUM: Congress and Policy Formation (SFSA)
ORGANIZERS: WALKE, Roger and ROTH, George

F-033: Change and its Impact on Western Apache Families (SFSA)
ORGANIZER: JOE, Jennie R.
STABENAU, Lisa T., TALARSKY, Laura, SPARKS, Shannon, JOE, Jennie R.

F-034: Youth As Researchers: A Means To Community Empowerment (SFSA)
ORGANIZERS: PHILLIPS, Evelyn Newman and SYDLO, Sandy
SYDLO, Sandra J., ROBINSON, David W., CHRISTIE, Patricia, GRIER, Maryland M., SOOHOO, Suzanne, CHA VARRIA, Sara P., VIGIL, Diego

F-035: Making Do in the Fisheries (SFSA)
ORGANIZER: BINKLEY, Marian
BETTS, Patricia, BINKLEY, Marian, OKIHO, Norman, RAMIREZ-R., Mauricio, COWDEN, J.; and WEAVER H., GERRARD, Siri

F-036: Enhancing Depth Perception: Toward Policy Integrating Sociocultural and Gender Variables (SFSA)
ORGANIZERS: COELHO, Karen and VASQUEZ-LEÓN, Marcela (Arizona)
BROWNING, Ann, SCHRA G-JAMES, Jennifer, VASQUEZ-LEÓN, Marcela, COELHO, Karen, HENDERSON, Helen

2:00 pm - 3:45 pm
F-037: The Community-Institution Interface in Health Care: Where is the Community's Voice? (SFSA)
ORGANIZER: PUTSCH, Robert
SEN GUPTA, Ira and BARRY, Alexis

F-038: Method, Power and Change in US/Mexico Border Health (SFSA)
ORGANIZERS: TRUEX, Gregory, and VON GLASCOE-CLARK, Cristina
VON GLASCOE-CLARK, Christine and METZGER-MARSHALL, Duane

G., HARTRY, Ardice L., RANGEL-GOMEZ, Maria G., TRUEX, Gregory, VON GLASCOE-CLARK, Christine and METZGER-MARSHALL, Duane G., TORRES-URIBE, Dolores I., HAM CHANDE, Roberto

F-039: Network Intervention, Network Research, and HIV Prevention in Community Context (SFSA)
ORGANIZER: Latkin, Carl A.
LAUPER, Ursula L. and KOESTER, Steve, LATKIN, Carl A., WILLIAMS, Frederick T., AGAR, Michael H., FRIEDMAN, Samuel R. et al., KASPRZYK, Danuta

F-040: Landing On Your Feet in the Real World: Anthropologists As Evaluators (SFSA)
ORGANIZERS: BUTLER, Mary Odell and HERR, Phil
BUTLER, Mary Odell, FELDMAN, Douglas A., ROSE, John M., KOZAITIS, Kathryn A., KNOXESEITH, Barbara, HERR, Phillip R., TASHIMA, Niel

F-041: Clinical Humanism and Power in Practice (SMA/SFA)
ROSENTHAL, David, DE WET, Thea and RICHTER, Linda, TIERNY, Gerry, KLEINER, Robert J., SORENSEN, Tom, and OKEKE, Barnabas, CHAMBERS, Anne and CHAMBERS, Keith, BEHAGUE, Dominique Pareja

2:00 pm - 4:45 pm
F-042: POSTER SESSION
BATEMAN, Chester, BERNSTEIN, Bruce and SIMONOWITZ, Helen,
Friday, March 7

MACQUEEN, Kate. MACQUEEN, Kate and TROTTER, II, Robert T., FUREMAN, Ian; METZGER, Dave; BARTHOLOW, Brad; and MACQUEEN, Kate

F-045: Stress, Risk, and Illness: Patients' and Caregivers' Experiences (SMA/CONAA/SfAA)
CHILLAG, Kata L., MOORE, Roland S., NING, Ana, STRATFORD, Dale, AKINS, Keith, ELLERBOCK, Tedd and HALL, Heather, ELLERBOCK, Tedd and STRATFORD, Dale, MARCHESSAULT, Gail, PELTO, Pertti J., ROSS, James L., MUNA, Lazeena and NAHAR, Papreen, ROSS, James L., PELTO, Pertti J. MUNA, Lazeena, and NAHAR, Papreen, BAER, Roberta D.

2:00 - 5:15 pm

F-046: Sampling and Savoring the Contributions of Roy A. Rappaport (SfAA/PESO)
ORGANIZER: BIERSAKK, Aletta WOLF, Eric, GEZON, Lisa, KOTTAK, Conrad, WATANABE, John, BROSIUS, J. Peter, LEES, Susan, BIERSAKK, Aletta, KOZAITIS, Kathryn A.

2:00 pm - 5:30 pm

F-047: Power, Method, Dialogues: Applying Anthropology to Planned Change (SfAA)
ORGANIZERS: WILSON-MOORE, Margot and STEPHENSON, Peter
WILSON-MOORE, Margot, BENNER, Timothy J.; WILSON-MOORE, Margot; and STEPHENSON, Peter, BOLIN, Inge, SEXTON, Jane, RAHMAN, Aminur; STEPHENSON, Peter H. and WOLFE, Nuala K.,

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

F-049: Oral History of SfAA: Presidential Remembrances (SfAA Past Presidents Advisory Council)
ORGANIZER: PAREDES, J. Anthony
BENNETT, John, GOODENOUGH, Ward, LANTIS, Margaret, ADAMS, Richard

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm

F-050: OPEN FORUM: Council on Nursing and Anthropology
ORGANIZER: ANDERSON, Nancy

5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

F-052: SfAA Council of Fellows Business Meeting
Friday, March 7 & Saturday, March 8

7:30 pm - 9:00 pm

F-053: PLENARY SESSION:
Presidents' Poster Award
Peter K. New Award
Robert M. Netting Award
Margaret Mead Award
Malinowski Award

Saturday, March 8, 1997

8:00 am - 12:00 noon

S-001: FILM/VIDEO SCREENINGS

S-026: Interfaces Between Human and Animal Medicine (SFAA/SMA)
ORGANIZERS: McCORKLE, Constance M. and GREEN, Edward C.
SCHILLHORN VAN VEEN, Tijaart W., GREEN, Edward C., MCCORKLE, Constance M., LAWRENCE, Elizabeth A., SCHWABE, Calvin W., MELTZER, Martin I., MATHIAS, Evelyn, JANZEN, J.M.

8:00 am - 9:45 am

S-002: Life and Death (SFAA)
VON MERING, Otto, LEWERS, Gary and FOX, Jamie, JITSUKAWA, Mariko, JEZEWISKI, Mary Ann, WILLIS, Carron

S-003: Nutrition and Healing (SMA/SFAA)
WILSON, Christine S., RUSH, John A., HJERPE, Karen M., GREENE, L. Shane, CHILDS-GOWELL, Elaine

S-004: Genital Mutilation and the Role of Applied Anthropology (SMA)
ORGANIZER: SARKIS, Marianne HINGE, Helle, FARAHANY, Anita, HERNLUND, Ylva, SARKIS, Marianne

S-005: Issues in the Education of Health Care Professionals (SMA/CONAA/SFAA)
WOLFF, Marie and MAURANA, Cheryl, HOFF, Lee Ann and ROSS, Margaret, SHAPIO, Dolores and TURKEL, Spencer, FISCHER, Dorothy K.

S-006: African American Health: Experiences and Narrative Analyses (SMA/CONAA)
ABRUMS, Mary E., AHRENS, Susan L., HUTTLINGER, Kathleen, SUSSMAN, Linda, KAALUND, Valerie Ann, ELLIS, Shellie

S-007: Health Administration and Training (SFAA)
HAMMOND, Roberta M., NORWOOD, Frances, KOSTARELOS, Frances, PAKNAVIN-MOCK, Jeremiah, BOJKO, Martha Kolinsky

S-008: Policy Models and Policy Agents (SFAA)
REIMER KIRKHAM, Sheryl, WATTS, Linda K., HASSIN, Jeanette and MCKNIGHT, Patrick E., MATHAI, Lisa P., ANGELL, Dorothy, SCHNEPEL, Ellen M.

S-009: Training for Fieldwork in Endangered Language Communities (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: YAMAMOTO, Akira REMEMBER, James and PEARSON, Bruce, MARTIN, Jack B. and MAULDIN, Margaret McKane, KWACHKA, Patricia, DEAN, Bartholomew, ZEPEDA, Ofelia

S-010: Countering the Forces of Diminishment and Disestablishment of Indigenous Tribal Governments (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: WILLARD, William GONZALES, Mario, DUFFIE, Mary Katherine, WARD, Taylor Jane, MULL, Robert, GRALEWICZ, Renee M. and GALVIN, Kathy Lee, GRABER, Dorothy J., GRABER, Gregory M.

S-011: Fisheries Management (SFAA)
RUSSELL, John C., LAMARQUE, Johnelle, FRICKE, Peter H., COLLINS, Thomas and WINGARD, John, MCCAY, Bonnie J. and WILLSON, Douglas

S-012: The Visual Image in Anthropological Terms (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: BLANCHARD-HORAN, Christina
KEY, Jennifer, BLANCHARD-HORAN, Christina, CEDERSTROM, Thor & GARCIA, Rogelio, RONCOLI, Carla

S-013: Community-Based Forestry Management (SFAA)
TARNOWSKI, Christopher B., SCROLO, Aaron and SOTEOLO, Lorenzo, MESSERSCHMIDT, Donald A., ESPINOSA, M. Cristina, SCHELHAS, John

S-014: Ethnic Identity and Conflict (SFAA)
OLIN-FAHLE, Anja, NACHMAN, Steven, MOOSER, Genevieve, LEE, Christina, HOUSTON, H. Rika and GARCIA, Mikel H., FERRO, Richard A.
Saturday, March 8

10:00 am - 11:45 am

S-015: **PRESIDENT'S FORUM:** Envisioning the Future of Applied Anthropology: The Society for Applied Anthropology’s Strategic Planning
ORGANIZER: **YOUNG, John**

S-016: **Heroin in the Twenty-First Century / Drug Markets in the Twentieth (SfAA)**
ORGANIZER: **HAMD, Ansley CURTIS, Richard and HEAPS, Stacey WENDEL, Travis, MCGUIRE, Judy, FRENKEN, Geerte, MANWAR, Ali, JOHNSON, Bruce D., HOFFER, Lee**

S-017: **Culture and Immunology (SMA)**
ORGANIZER: **WILCE, James MARTIN, Emily and CONE, Richard, BOOTH, Roger, WILCE, James, FLINN, Mark, DAVIDSON, Kathryn**

S-018: **A Retrospective and Prospective View of HIV Research: Embracing the Reality of Chronic Illness (SMA)**
ORGANIZERS: **SANKAR, Andrea LUBORSKY, Mark LUBORSKY, Mark, SANKAR, Andrea, MARSHALL, Patricia, COULTER, Ian, MAIDA, Carl, WELLENKAMP, Jane, and GIFFORD, Allen, MCGRATH, Janet W., KATZ, Pearl**

S-019: **Innovative Approaches to HIV and STD Prevention and Service (CONAA/SMA)**
ORGANIZER: **HARE, Martha HARE, Martha and ROUSSEL, Amy, RENAUD, Michelle Lewis, JUVELIS, Joy Ann, GOODMAN, Kenneth J., ANGLIN, Mary, MAYS, Rose M.**

S-020: **Applying Our Craft: Critical Praxis and Issues of Health in Kentucky (SfAA)**
ORGANIZER: **MIEWAD, Christiana E. COLLINS, Jill and ANGLIN, Mary K., BARQUERO, Ernesto, EVANS, CarolJo; JOHANSSON, Hege R.; MITCHELL, Rachel, MITCHELL, Rachel, MIEWAD, Christiana E., SINGER, Merrill**

S-021: **When World Views and Policy Collide: Cultural Resource Management on Navajo Land (SfAA)**
ORGANIZERS: **NELSON, Reid J., and COHEN, Janet NELSON, Lily, KAKOS, Peter J., MERCER, Jean Ann, NELSON, Reid J., JIM, Paul and JOHNSON, Robert**

S-022: **The Affective Significance of Organizational Behavior on Interiority (SfAA)**
ORGANIZER: **CHANNEY, Richard CHANNEY, Richard, STEPHENS, William, LIN, Hsu-ta, THOMPSON, Brian James, DONALD, Kevin, REED, Jonathan**

S-023: **Educational Reform At Micro- and Macro-L evels (SfAA)**
SCANDLYN, Jean, MONTERO-GUERRON, Carla, SHAPIRO, Arthur and MALYSIAK, Rosalyn, WOLFE, Rebecca, BABER, Yvette, KAUFMAN, Kathy

S-024: **Doing Anthropology in Aboriginal Communities (SfAA)**
ORGANIZER: **MENZIES, Charles R. MENZIES, Charles R., DOMBROWSKI, Kirk, KOENIG, Edwin C., CULHANE, Dara, JAMES, Nancy, PATRICK, Betty, and FISKE, Jo, DYCK, Noel**

12 noon - 1:45 pm

S-025: **Women Organizing (SfAA)**
CASSELL, Joan, ELMENDORF, Mary, WALKER, Marilyn, GORDON, Jane, JUDD, Karen, GALER, Nora, SZANTON BLANC, Cristina

S-027: **Inside the Dragon: The Social and Environmental Challenges to Development Policy and Its Implementation (SfAA)**
ORGANIZERS: **DOWNING, Theodore and MOLES, Jerry DOWNING, Theodore and MOLES, Jerry, MOLES, Jerry, ARNOLD, Jean, GARCIA-DOWNING, Carmen, DOWNING, Theodore, TRIGGER, David S, ANCIAUX, Alain**

S-030: **Funding Opportunities at the National Science Foundation (PLATTNER, Stuart) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NEEDLE, Richard)**

S-031: **Local Practitioner Organization (LPO) Luncheon**
Organizer: **LITTLEFIELD, Carla**

S-032: **Book Auction**
Coordinator: **GUILLETTE, Elizabeth**

S-033: **SfAA Executive Committee’s Interorganizational Coordination Committee Meeting**
Chair: **LIPSON, Juliene**

S-034: **Anthropologists Practicing With A Masters Degree Topical Interest Group Roundtable**
ORGANIZER: **QUIRK, Kathleen**
Saturday, March 8

2:00 pm - 4:30 pm

S-039: Issues in Native American Health (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: WALDRAM, James B.
SCHACHT, Robert, ADELSON, Naomi
and WALDRAM, James, BUCHIGNANI, Norman, BARSH,
Russell L., GRALEWICZ, Renee M.,
ENG, F.A. and BALDWIN, L.M.,
STREUSSGUTH, Ann

S-040: Health and Health Services in Southeast Asia and Among Southeast Asians in Thailand and California (SMA)
ORGANIZER:
KUNSTADTER, Peter
KUNSTADTER, Peter,
VADDHANAPHUTI, Chayan,
KHAMBOOONRUANG, Chirasak,
CHOOMNOON, Promkutkao,
SINGHANETRA-RENARD, Anchalee
and CHONGSATITMUN, Chiraluck,
SNYDER, David M., LEE, Serge, and
LEEPEECHA, Prasit, HER, Mee, HU,
Jun, CULHANE-PERA, Kathleen A.,
MUECKE, Marjorie, SYMONDS,
Patria

S-041: Sharing Anthropological Methods With Other Disciplines (SFAA)
RUHLEDER, Karen and JORDAN,
Brigitte, KEITH, Nancy, ROSENBERG,
Deborah, KLOBERDANZ, Timothy J.,
ALLISON, Charlene; MAHLOCH,
Janice; TAO, Yun; and THOMAS,
David B., TETRAULT, Tara,
WOODHOUSE, Lynn and
LIVINGOOD, William, NEWTON,
Ginny, VARGAS-CETINA, Gabriela,
SANGARASIVAM, Yamuna, PRICE,
David, LOMONACO, Barbara,
LEYEE, Janet, HARPER, Janice

2:00 pm - 4:45 pm

S-037: Anthropology and Business Forum (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: BENSON, Judith
ANDERSON, Ralph, BRODY,
Elizabeth, HAMMER, Bob,
JOHNSRUD, Cristi, LEWIS, Vicki,
SQUIRES, Susan

S-038: Inner City Health: Current Status and Effects of the Changing Social and Policy Environment (SMA)
ORGANIZER: SINGER, Merrill
SINGER, Merrill, ROMERO-DAZA,
Nancy, RADDA, Kim, SINGER,
Merrill, and WEEKS, Margaret,
HIMMELGREEN, David SEGURA-
MILLAN, Sofia, ROMERO-DAZA,
Nancy, MENDEZ, Ivette, SINGER,
Merrill, and PEREZ-ESCAMILLA,
Rafael, RADDA, Kim, HOROWITZ,
Sheryl, EASTON, Delia, PELIA,
Pushpinder, DAI, Hanteng and
SINGER, Merrill

S-049: Critical Perspectives on Psychiatric Diagnosis and Practice (SMA/CONAA/SFAA)
WAX, Murray L., OSBORNE,
Margaret, GRAHAM, Janice E.,
MEYER, Patti, CUNNINGHAM, Kiran

S-050: Emerging Issues in HIV/AIDS Caregiving (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: Murdoch, R. Owen
CELENTANO, David; KNOWLTON,
Amy; and LATKIN, Carl, LEBLANC,
Allen J. and WARDLAW, Linda A.,
KNOWLTON, Amy R., POUNDS,
Moses B., MURDOCH, R. Owen

S-051: Building Tribal Governments in the 1990's (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: ROTH, George
ALLEN, William Ron, BLACK,
William, JOHNSEN, Harry, STAHL,
Robert, MARIELLA, Patricia, LONG,
Valorie, ROTH, George, WALKER,
Roger, AUSTIN, Diane

S-052: Environment, Power, Decision-Making, and Local Culture (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: WALLACE, Tim
WEST, Paige, ZICHELLE, Kathryn,
LEVINE, Cheryl A., PONECELT, Eric
C., HAGELIN, Christopher A.,
WALLACE, Tim, ABEL, Thomas,
ROBBINS, Lynn A.
Saturday, March 8 & Sunday, March 9

S-053: Anthropological Contributions to Community-Building Initiatives (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: Pinsker, Eve C.
HYLAND, Stanley and MARTIN, Cindy, BUCHNER, Melissa, CURTIS, Karen, BEER, David W. and HELFRICH, Christine A., LIEBER, Michael D., PINSKER, Eve C.

Jennifer, ZVONKOVIC, Anisa; MCGRAW, Lori; MANOOGIAN-O’DELL, Margaret; MOON, Susan; and TROSPER, Terri, CONWAY, Flaxen D.L., HARTILL, Dyan; STAGG-BROWN, Linda

S-055: Anthropology As Apprenticeship (SFAA)
ORGANIZER: MILLER, Janneli and CARTWRIGHT, Elizabeth
CARTWRIGHT, Elizabeth, CORRIGAN, Candice, MILLER, Janneli F., TIAN, Guang, VASQUEZ, Miguel, KNOW, Cynthia G.

5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
S-056 RECEPTION: Wing Luke Asian Museum
Free shuttle van between the hotel and reception every 20 minutes, 4:40-7:20 pm

Sunday, March 9, 1997

8:00 am - 12 noon
S-057: SFAA Executive Committee

Message from the Student Coordinator

The SFAA Annual Meeting is no time to be too serious. It is the time to gather with other applied anthropologists from all over the world, learn new things, meet new people, get involved with new groups and projects, make professional contacts, maybe find a job, present your work to colleagues, and have a really great time. The problem in the past has been that students attending Annual Meetings have not had a venue to meet applied anthropology students from other departments and other parts of the country or world. Students often end up hanging out with the people they already know from their own departments, wandering around a new city sans guidance. If we as applied anthropologists want to affect changes in the world, we will have to work together. The best way to do this is to find out what other students are doing and thinking, learn from each other, and collaborate as much as possible.

At the 1997 Annual Meeting in Seattle, there will be information available about student-oriented events, as well as places in Seattle that we students may appreciate. Information on tours, places of interest, and how to get there will also be available on the Annual Meeting web sites. There is a web site for the meeting at: http://www.telepath.com/sfAA/sfAA97, which lists many of the special events and Seattle information you will need. Within the Special Events page is a link to Student Events, with links to information on workshops, sessions, meetings, displays, and local pubs, restaurants, and sights that students might find interesting and useful. There is also a web site for the preliminary program at: http://www.telepath.com/sfAA/sfAA97/PRELIM.html.

Below I will list a few of the events within the meeting that may be of specific interest to students. One new kind of event is the Big Student Party. In the past, university departments have had their own small parties (usually in a hotel room) for their students, faculty, and alumni, as well as crashers and invited guests from other departments. I encourage this sort of thing again. However, what is needed is a gathering where students from ALL university departments can congregate in one place, and mingle, schmooze, eat, drink, pontificate, etc., but especially meet each other. To fill this need, there will be a Big Student Party held at a local micro-brew pub called The Elysian.

The Elysian Brew Pub is about 1 mile from the Madison Renaissance Hotel, on the bus line or only a $3.50 cab ride away (you can share). It is also an easy walk through a relatively safe neighborhood. On Thursday evening, March 6, from 8:00pm to 11:00pm, the SFAA student members will take-over half of the Elysian for the Big Student Party. There will be a selection of tasty hors d’oeuvres (e.g., hummus, wings, stuffed mushrooms, chips) and multiple pitchers of wonderful beers brewed right on the premises. For $10, each student can partake of the food and get about 1/2 pitcher (or almost 2 pints) of beer. It’s a bargain, and a great opportunity to gather with your applied anthropology student colleagues. After the pitchers eventually run out (we all know how some anthropologists can drink), student attendees will be able to purchase additional pitchers at Happy Hour prices all night long.

After this wonderful party on Thursday evening, you will be able to explore the rest of Seattle on Friday and Saturday with your new found friends. Because some of the cost of food and beer will have to be covered before anyone gets...
there, I am requesting that students who plan on attending the party contact the organizer, Ken Goodman, to show interest. You can email Ken at goodmanj@battelle.org, or call him at (703) 875-2101.

For the rest of the meeting, applied anthropology students will attend events according to their personal tastes and interests. However, among the events at the 1997 Annual Meeting are some specifically geared toward students, and others of particular interest to students. These workshops, sessions, meetings, displays, and gatherings are the aspects of the Annual Meeting that all students can find interesting, and that can enhance our academic and professional lives. They include:

**Wednesday, March 5:**

- 8:00am – Workshop: Preparing for Professional Careers in Anthropology (by advance subscription)
- 12:00noon – Roundtable: Anthropologists Practicing with Masters Degrees
- 5:00pm – Planning Meeting: Society for Medical Anthropology Student Committee

**Thursday, March 6:**

- 8:00am – Open Careers Forum: Applied Anthropology Outside the Academy
- 10:00am – Session: Training Applied Anthropologists: Cutting Edge Issues in Applied Anthropology Graduate Training Programs.
- 8:00pm – The BIG STUDENT PARTY. A party will be held at the Elysian Brew Pub for students attending the SfAA Annual Meeting. For a small donation, students will have a variety of tasty foods and fresh micro-brews, with the opportunity to meet and drink with applied anthropology students from all around the country/world. For information on the BIG STUDENT PARTY, and how to get there, contact Ken Goodman at goodmanj@battelle.org or call at (703) 875-2101.

**Friday, March 7:**

- 8:00am – Workshop: Resume Writing Clinic (by advance subscription)
- 8:00am – Applied Training Program Information Exchange

**Saturday, March 8:**

- 10:00am – President’s Forum: Envisioning the Future of Applied Anthropology: The Society for Applied Anthropology’s Strategic Planning. (Students may want to crash this thing and find out how their futures are being envisioned)
- 12:00noon – Book Auction. Books displayed by publishers will be auctioned off at possibly bargain basement prices. Don’t miss this opportunity to get some of the most current books at prices even students can afford.

- Anthropologists Practicing with a Masters Degree Topical Interest Group Roundtable. (You know who you are).

We’ll see you in Seattle...

---

**FROM THE EDITOR**

This issue of the *Newsletter* differs from our regular publications because it is devoted almost exclusively to the production of the “Preliminary Program” for the annual meetings that are fast approaching. This issue is the last one for Jay Schensul as the Society’s President and we include her her column in which she summarizes activities and initiatives that took place during her tenure. We are squeezing in an important document for initial consideration by the membership. Enclosed is a revision of the Society’s “Bylaws,” along with some introductory comments by SfAA Secretary Benita Howell.

Our next regular *Newsletter* will be the May issue, which we anticipate will be a fairly hefty document. Please get contributions to me by April 1st. Thank you.

—M.B.W.

---

The SfAA Newsletter is published by the Society for Applied Anthropology and is a benefit of membership in the Society. Non-members may purchase subscriptions at a cost of $10.00 for U.S. residents and $15.00 for non-U.S. residents. Checks or money orders should be made payable to the Society for Applied Anthropology.

All contributions reflect the views of the authors and not necessarily viewpoints adopted by the Society for Applied Anthropology, the institutions with which the authors are affiliated, or the organizations involved in the Newsletter's production.

Items to be included in the Newsletter should be sent to: Michael B. Whiteford, Department of Anthropology, 319 Curtiss Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-1050, e-mail: jfe@iastate.edu. The contributor's telephone number should be included, and the professional affiliations of all persons mentioned in the copy should be given.

Changes of address and subscription requests should be directed to: SfAA Business Office, P.O. Box 24083, Oklahoma City, OK 73124 (405/843-5113).